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The nature of material motions is often fundamental in discussions of impact-reiatnd processes. 
An analytic description of cratering flow fields, known as the Z model, was developed Sy Moy:~;.'! ,JY Seifert 
(1974). Although originally developed for near-surface explosions, it has also been used in co!cu~aiions 
of impact ejecta velocities, transient craters and melt generation (e.g., Schultz and G a u ' t ,  1973, Croft, 
1980; Grieve and Cintala, 1981). While it reasonably describes the flow field in some cases (e.9. Orphal 
ef ol, 1977), in others it does not. A more general expression for flow velocity is developed rlere which, 
in certain instances, reduces to  a Z model. 

Z Model 
The Z model was based on a series of numerical simulations of cratering events. Elriefiy, the rodial 

velocity of material behind the outgoing shock wave was observed to vary as a power of tkie radial position 
r. Discussions of the Z model often include a time dependent term so that 

; = ~ ( t )  r-Z (1) 

where A(t) describes the time dependence of the flow. After the passage of the shock, the moterial 
density was found to be nearly constant. The observed incompressibility can be used w:ih eq (1) to 
deternine the tangential velocity component (e.g.. Maxwell, 1977): 

14 = ; '(2-2) sin(*)/)l + c o s ( ~ ~ ) l  (2)  

where 6 is the angle measured from the downward axis (t9=0 vertically down and 6=n/2  dong the target 
surface). Kote that rnateriai flows upward toward the surface when Z>2 (B>O) and dowr.*cro ow:]) from 
the surface when Z t 2  ( d t O )  Radial flow occurs when Z=2. 

Once A(t) IS specified, eqs (1) and (2) determine, among other things. the temporal growth of the 
crater (Maxwell, 1977). A case often adopted in the literature is that of steady flow. where A is independent 
uf time. In this case, the radius, ~,(t) of the expanding crater is 

~ ~ ( t )  a t '/@+') (3 )  

Measurements of crater growth in a variety of materials show that, indeed, crater radius grows os a power 
of time (e.g. Schmidt, 1983,1984; Holsapple, 1984). However, for some materials, steady fiaw cannot 
hold. For example impacts and explosions in water and wet sand targets (Schmidt, 1984) imdv  R, grows 
as t O.=, corresponding to Z=1.8. But, as noted above, the flow field is rotational away '.r?rn the surface 
for Z<2. Consequently, a steady flow Z model cannot apply to these cases. 

Austin et 0/(1980) have compared numerical simulat~ons of impact in plasticene clay tc predictions 
based on the Z model. They found i? necessary to modify the basic form of the Z -7,:ldei T ~ P  flow 
center had to be locared beneath the surface and both A and Z increased with time. In port~cular, Z 
was somewhat less than 2 early on and steadily increased to values between 3 and 4, depending on 
d. Austin et a/ concluded that the Z model "should only be applied with caution to impact cratering". 
A more general description of cratering flow fields is considered next. 

Implications of a Coupling Parameter 
The cratering process can be conceptually divided into three phases: (1) an early-time phase, where 

the impactor energy and momentum are coupled into the target; (2) an intermediate phase where coupling 
has taken place but the effects of gravity and target strength are small; (3) a lute-time phase where 
gravity and strength begin to slow the crater growth. Searches have been made for a measure of "late 
stage equivalence" whereby o single measure of the early-time coupling phase could be used to predict 
the intermediate and late-stage behavior. Holsapple (1  981, 1984) has generalized and quantified this 
idea by introducing a "coupling parameter" which, subsequent to the early-time phase, conveys o!l information 
about the impactor. This concept has been used to construct scaling laws for crater e j rc ta (Housen 
et a,! 1983) and wi l l  now be used to investigate the nature of cratering flow fields. 

Suppose that, in the intermediate time regime, the radial velocity of material depends on the impactor 
radius, velocity and density (a, U and d) and the target density, p ,  in addition to the position coordinates 
(r,d) and the time t. The late time regime, where gravity or material strength are important, is not considered 
here. Using a coupling parameter, the radial velocity can be written as 
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where F is an unspecified function and the coupling parameter, C, is a scalar-valued function of a, U 
and 6. A dimensional analysis of (4) gives 

where 9 is an unspecified function and, for convenience, the density ratio p/d is assumed constant. 
The exponent 8 is related t o  the dimensions of the coupling parameter ond con be pred~cted from the 
measured dependence of final crater size on initial conditions. In particular, @ should be about 2.5 for 
porous targets (e.g. dry sand) and 1.8 for nonporous targets (e.g. water, saturated sond, metals). 

In general, the time dependent Z model as given in eq (1) is not consistent with a coupling parameter 
because eq (1)  implies a product of separate functions of r and t whereas eq (5) does not. However, 
there is a special form of the Z model which is admitted by a coupling parameter: the function A(t) 
in eq (1) varies as a power of time. Consider the three following cases, listed in order of decreasing 
generality. 

1. If A(t) is assumed to vary as a power of t, say t 7 ,  then the Z model can be viewed as a "local 
approximation" to a coupling parameter. That is, for a small interval of time, the function in eq (5) 
can be approximated locally (in log-log space) by 4 a I(r/a)-P-' ut/a) 7 ,  where 7 may vary with time. 
Locally, the exponents are related by Z=fi+-y(/3+1). Note, if y varies with time then so will, Z ( p  is 
constant for a fixed materia!). 

2. If 9 has the special form of a power law, i.e., if 7 is independent of time, then eq (5) reduces 
to  a Z model (again, where A is proportional to  t 7 ) .  

3. In the special case of steady flow, the Z model corresponds to a coupling parameter with Z=p. 
Case 1 may explain, at least qualitatively, the observations of Austin el ul(1980) that both A and 

Z (in eq 1) increased with time. If, for the case studied by Austin ef u/, 9 was no: a power law and 
the /oco/slope of S (i.e., 7) started out near zero and increased with time, then Z would start out near 
1.8 and would increase with time (note, 8 ~ 1 . 8  is expected for their clay target). A coupling parameter 
may explain the observations of Austin et ol. But without specific knowledge of the time dependence 
observed in their computed flow field it is difficult to  ~er for rn  a rigorous test. 

Piekutowski's (1980) measurements of particle velocities for a small-scale explosion in dry sond 
are shown below in the form consistent with eq (5). While there is some scatter due !o measurement 
error, the data for various "tracer particles" follow a common trend. Hence, a coupling parameter scales 
these data rather well. Piekutowski's reuslts imply that 9 is a decreasing function of time for dry sond, 
while 9 increased with time in the Austin ef o/calculations. This raises the possibility that 9 may depend 
strongly on material type. 
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